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Commercial Feature
Currall Lewis and Martin’s outstanding
reputation has been gained over many
years working for various clients in the
Greater Midlands and beyond.

Originally founded in 1867 by three
Birmingham based partners, CLM specialised
in civil engineering works in and around
Birmingham. The company expanded
under their ownership and in 1925 CLM was
purchased by the Leach family.
The new owners continued the tradition of
civil engineering works and also expanded into
open cast mining operations and numerous
building works until the retirement of the family
from the company in 1977.
In 1979 the company’s name was changed to
Currall Lewis and Martin (Construction) Limited.
In January 2001 CLM became independent
of the previous owners and moved to Oldbury
in Sandwell. The company is now being run
by its former managers and its experienced
diverse workforce, directly employed and
predominantly from the Midlands area.
In 2017 CLM celebrated its 150 year
milestone within the construction industry, a
demonstration to the success that is based
upon unchanged principles of safely delivering
a high quality, efficient and friendly service to all
its customers.
Operating an integrated management system
encompassing ISOs 9001, 14001 and 18001
CLM’s team approach was recently endorsed.
CLM became one of the first SME companies
to obtain the Collaborative Business standard
BS 11000, a testament to the way it successfully
partners with its valued customers and clients.

CLM’s innovatory use of a rapid setting concrete significantly reduced delays to the public
on Birmingham’s key arterial route to the M6
CLM prefers long term client relationships and
currently partners with clients within several
regional Infrastructure Framework contracts,
whilst still delivering single traditional contracts
within their fields of expertise.
The company firmly believes that a
collaborative approach to each project allows
and encourages both best practice and
innovation. CLM’s construction teams regularly
participate in problem solving and best value
“Early Contractor Involvement Meetings”. It
is able to support and advise clients with a

deep pool of knowledge and experience that
collectively total hundreds of years.
This team approach has certainly been
productive and has resulted in the shared
receipt of several awards in 2016-17, including:
National Transport Awards 2017 A38
Collaborative Project Delivery Community
The Institution of Structural Engineers –
Winner Highway or Railway Bridge Award 2016
IHE Partnering Awards 2017
CLM has long standing relationships with
numerous valued clients’ including Amey, Kier

CLM replacing sections of M50 over bridges whilst keeping the traffic moving below
Highways, HS2 LMJV, local authorities and
county councils.
Recent projects range in value from £250k to
£4m and include:
A pre-cast beam installation at Nurton Bridge
– Winner of the Highway or Railway Bridge
Award 2016
M50 parapet replacement schemes
Birmingham M6 link A38M elevated section
bridge deck repairs for Kier Highways who
maintain motorway networks for Highways
England.

CLM is extremely optimistic about future
works within the Midlands, the opportunities
within existing frameworks and HS2 are
exciting.
Investment in training and the development
of much needed apprentices is a priority
for the company and every professional
organisation within the region. The construction
industry offers a vast amount of quality career
opportunities for everyone and CLMS is
constantly looking for the next generation to
drive the business forward.
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A reputation built on long experience

